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1: Financial Literacy - Guide to Personal Finances
The AICPA's Personal Financial Planning Executive Committee A Guide to Financial Decisions: Gathering and
Organizing 1. DOCUMENTS NEEDED.

It all depends on your income, expenses, living requirements and individual goals and desires â€” and coming
up with a plan to fulfill those needs within your financial constraints. Here are the best practices and tips for
personal finance: Devise a Budget A budget is essential to living within your means and saving enough to
meet your long-term goals. It breaks down like this: Level Money automatically updates spendable cash as
you make purchases each day, providing you with a simple, real-time financial snapshot. Meanwhile, Mint
streamlines cash flow, budgets, credit cards, bills and investment tracking â€” all from one place. It
automatically updates and categorizes your financial data as info comes in, so you always know where your
money is at. The app will even dish out custom tips and advice. Of course, most people do have to borrow
from time to time â€” and sometimes going into debt can be advantageous, if it leads to accumulating an asset.
Taking out a mortgage to buy a house is one good example. Use Credit Cards Wisely Credit cards can be
major debt traps. Given the extraordinary rewards incentives on offer these days such as cash back , it makes
sense to charge as many purchases as possible. Still, avoid maxing out credit cards at all costs, and always pay
bills on time. One of the fastest ways to ruin your credit score is to constantly pay bills late â€” or even worse,
miss payments. See the Fifth Commandment. Using a debit card is another way to ensure you will not be
paying for accumulated small purchases over an extended period â€” with interest. Monitor Your Credit Score
Credit cards are the main vehicle through which your credit score is built and maintained, so watching credit
spending goes hand in hand with monitoring your credit score. Credit scores are calculated between and By
monitoring your report, you will be able to detect and address mistakes or fraudulent activity. Federal law
allows you to obtain free credit reports from the three major credit bureaus: Equifax, Experian and
TransUnion. Reports can be obtained directly from each agency, or you can sign up at AnnualCreditReport, a
site sponsored by the Big Three; you can also get a free credit score from sites such as Credit Karma, Credit
Sesame or Wallet Hub. Some credit card providers, such as Capital One, will provide customers with
complimentary, regular credit score updates too. Consider Your Family To protect the assets in your estate and
ensure that your wishes are followed when you die, be sure you make a will or trust. You also need to look
into insurance: Other critical documents include a living will and healthcare power of attorney. While not all
these documents directly affect you, all of them can save your next-of-kin considerable time and expense
when you fall ill or become otherwise incapacitated. Pay Off Student Loans There are myriad loan-repayment
plans and payment reduction strategies available to graduates. On the other hand, minimizing repayments to
interest only, for instance , can free up other income to invest elsewhere. Some federal and private loans are
even eligible for a rate reduction if the borrower enrolls in auto pay. Flexible federal repayment programs
worth checking out include: Graduated repayment â€” progressively increases the monthly payment over 10
years Extended repayment â€” stretches the loan out over a year period 8. The younger you start, the more you
benefit from what advisors like to call the magic of compounding interest â€” how small amounts grow over
time. Setting aside money now for your retirement not only allows it to grow over the long term, but it can
also reduce your current income taxes, if funds are placed in a tax-advantaged plan fund like an Individual
Retirement Account IRA , a k or a b. If your employer offers a k or b plan, start paying into it right away
especially if they match your contribution. Take time to learn the difference between a Roth IRA and a
traditional k , if your company offers both. Investing is only one part of planning for retirement. Other
strategies include waiting as long as possible before opting to receive Social Security benefits which is smart
for most people , and converting a term life insurance policy to a permanent life one. Maximize Tax Breaks
Due to an overly complex tax code , many individuals leave hundreds or even thousands of dollars sitting on
the table every year. You need to start each year saving receipts and tracking expenditures for all possible tax
deductions and tax credits. Many business supply stores sell helpful "tax organizers" that have the main
categories already pre-labeled. In short, a tax deduction reduces the amount of income you are taxed on,
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whereas a tax credit actually reduces the amount of tax you owe. Give Yourself A Break Budgeting and
planning can seem full of deprivations. Make sure you reward yourself now and then. Setting up an account at
a brokerage, spending a few hundred dollars on a certified public accountant CPA or a financial planner â€” at
least once â€” might be a good way to jump-start your planning. The three key principles are prioritization,
assessment and restraint. Assessment is the key skill that keeps professionals from spreading themselves too
thin. Ambitious individuals who always have a list of ideas about other ways they can hit it big, whether it is a
side business or an investment idea. While there is absolutely a place and time for taking a flyer, running your
finances like a business means stepping back and truly assessing the potential costs and benefits of any new
venture. Restraint is that final big-picture skill of successful business management that must be applied to
personal finances. Time and time again, financial planners sit down with successful people who somehow still
manage to spend more than they make. You can learn everything you need to know for free online and in
library books. Almost all media publications regularly dole out personal finance advice, too. Personal Finance
Education Online A great way to start learning about personal finance is to read personal finance blogs.
Money Mustache " offers hundreds of posts full of irreverent insights on how to escape the rat race and retire
extremely early by making unconventional lifestyle choices. And " The Points Guy " and " Million Mile
Secrets " teach you how to travel for a fraction of the retail price by using credit card rewards. Investopedia
offers a wealth of free personal finance education. You might start with our tutorials on Budgeting Basics ,
How to Buy Your First Home and Planning for Retirement â€” or the thousands of articles in our personal
finance section. Personal Finance Education Through the Library You may need to visit your library in person
to get a library card, but after that, you can check out personal finance audiobooks and eBooks online without
leaving home. Some of these bestsellers may be available from your local library: Free Online Personal
Finance Classes If you enjoy the structure of lessons and quizzes, try one of these free digital personal finance
courses: Topics include how compound interest works and the basic steps to starting to invest. There are four
modules, each with about 10 video lessons, nine quizzes and one assessment. The complete course takes about
8 to 16 hours to complete. EdX, an online learning platform created by Harvard University and MIT, offers at
least three courses that cover personal finance: How to Save Money: These courses will teach you things like
how credit works, which types of insurance you might want to carry, how to maximize your retirement
savings, how to read your credit report and the time value of money. Purdue also has an online course on
Planning for a Secure Retirement. Missouri State University presents a free online video course on personal
finance through iTunes. This basic course is good for beginners who want to learn about personal financial
statements and budgets, how to use consumer credit wisely, and how to make decisions about cars and
housing. The Dave Ramsey Show is a call-in program that you can listen to anytime through your favorite
podcast app. The most important thing is to find resources that work for your learning style and that you find
interesting and engaging. If one blog, book, course or podcast is dull or difficult to understand, keep trying
until you find something that clicks. However, the grasp of basic concepts that revolve around dollars and
cents is not necessarily a guaranteed path to fiscal sense. Human nature can often derail the best of intentions
aimed at achieving a perfect credit score or building a substantial retirement nest egg. Three key character
traits include: Discipline One of the most important tenets of personal finance is systematic saving. Ideally, the
first step is to establish an emergency fund, or perhaps a high-deductible health plan HDHP to meet
out-of-pocket medical expenses. Discipline is not just something for thick-skinned institutional money
managers who make their living buying and selling stocks. The average investor would do well to set a target
on profit-taking and abide by it. As an example, imagine that you bought Apple Inc. Sense of Timing Three
years out of college, the emergency fund has been established and it is time to reward yourself. Investing in
growth stocks can wait another year, you think; there is plenty of time to launch an investment portfolio, right?
Putting off investing for one year, however, can have significant consequences. The opportunity cost of
buying the watercraft can be illustrated through the time value of money. Thus, delaying the decision to invest
wisely may likewise delay the ability to retire at age 62, as you would like. Doing tomorrow what you could
do today also extends to debt payment. Emotional Detachment Personal finance matters are business, and
business should not be personal. A difficult, but necessary, facet of sound financial decision-making involves
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removing the emotion from a transaction. Making impulsive purchases or loans to family members feels good
but can greatly impact long-term investment goals. Your cousin who has burned your brother and sister will
likely not pay you back either â€” so the smart answer is to decline his requests for help. Sure, sympathy is
hard to turn back, but the key to prudent personal financial management is to separate feelings from reason.
When To Break Personal Finance Rules The personal finance realm may have more guidelines and "smart
tips" to follow than any other. Although these rules of thumb are good to know about, everyone has individual
circumstances. Here are some rules that young adults are never supposed to break, but should consider
breaking, anyway. While being fiscally responsible at a young age is important, and thinking about your future
is crucial, the general rule of saving a given amount each period for your retirement may not be the best choice
for young people just getting started in the real world. For one, many young adults and students need to think
about paying for the biggest expenses of their lifetime, such as a new car, home or post-secondary education.
This rule is one of the easier ones to justify breaking. Being able to adapt to changing markets can be the
difference between making money, or limiting your losses, compared to sitting idly by and watching as your
hard-earned savings shrink.
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2: 5 Steps to Making Better Personal Finance Decisions
Financial planning covers a wide variety of money topics including budgeting, expenses, debt, saving, retirement and
insurance among others. Understanding how each of these topics work together and relate to one another can help in
laying the groundwork of a solid financial foundation for you and your family.

Investopedia hosts articles from other investing and financial information publishers across the industry.
While we do not have editorial control over their content, we do vet their articles to make sure they are
suitable for our visitors. By Amy Fontinelle Updated January 24, â€” 8: Do you really want to pay interest on
a pair of jeans or a box of cereal? If you make a habit of putting all your purchases on credit cards , regardless
of whether you can pay your bill in full at the end of the month, you might still be paying for those items in 10
years. Some of these people may be ill-intentioned, like unscrupulous commission -based financial planners.
Instead of relying on others for advice, take charge and read a few basic books on personal finance.
Understanding how money works is the first step toward making your money work for you. The best way to
do this is by budgeting. In addition, keeping your recurring monthly expenses as low as possible will also save
you big bucks over time. Having money in savings to use for emergencies can really keep you out of trouble
financially and help you sleep better at night. Otherwise, inflation will erode the value of your savings. Also,
companies will often match part of your contribution, which is like getting free money. When a company
offers you a starting salary, you need to know how to calculate whether that salary will give you enough
money after taxes to meet your financial goals and obligations. Fortunately, there are plenty of online
calculators that have taken the dirty work out of determining your own payroll taxes , such as Paycheck City.
Guard Your Health If meeting monthly health insurance premiums seems impossible, what will you do if you
have to go to the emergency room, where a single visit for a minor injury like a broken bone can cost
thousands of dollars? You can save money by getting quotes from different insurance providers to find the
lowest rates. Disability-income insurance protects your greatest asset - the ability to earn an income - by
providing you with a steady income if you ever become unable to work for an extended period of time due to
illness or injury. If you use these eight financial rules for your life, you can be as personally prosperous as the
guy with the hard-won MBA. Trading Center Want to learn how to invest? Get a free 10 week email series
that will teach you how to start investing. Delivered twice a week, straight to your inbox.
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3: Personal Finance
Financial Planning: A Guide to Personal Finance www.enganchecubano.com â€º About Money A complete guide
covering all aspects of financial planning including creating a budget, saving money.

Do you know how much you owe on your credit cards? And how does your budget look? What if you could
find some expert yet easy to use programs on line that do all of the work for you almost all organizing and
categorizing your savings, spending and bill paying? What if they were absolutely free? I bet you would say,
"Jay, you are a genius. Now, there will be no reason for not knowing what every penny you own is doing. If
you have read any of my blogs in the past, you know that all great financial wizards multi-billionaires get that
way by sharing the same three attributes when it comes to how they treat their money: They start small 3.
They watch every last cent Today, Baby Boomers, we need to start getting a handle on our finances. Today,
we will start small, think big and account for our every last penny. Today, we start down the road to becoming
billionaires. Once you start, I promise, you will begin to make personal financial decisions you feel really,
really good about. There are over 10 million users already. Mint is targeted toward people who are just starting
to get a grip on their finances. Quick and secure sign up. Mint permits you to register all of your bank and
savings accounts, credit cards and investment accounts in one place. You can securely track and monitor all of
your transactions. Plus, since the Mint platform is read-only, no money can be moved in or out of any
accounts. Mint automatically organizes your spending into categories like rent, gas, clothing, entertainment
and visually explains where your money goes in easy-to-understand charts. There are a multitude of planning
applications that help you create personal budgets, weekly spending reports and set easy to follow financial
goals. Mint offers professional advice, automatic reminders and even encourages you with ways to stick to
your budget with simple click-through steps. You control what you want to accomplish with your financial
plan. You track your progress with email and mobile alerts, bill reminders, and more. Mint can also save you
money by notifying you of spending irregularities, hidden, late and overdraft fees, and credit card rate
changes. MoneyStream detects your bills. MoneyStream connects securely to your accounts and their "Smart
Technology" analyzes your spending history and finds any repeating payments. Again, setup is easy and
secure. All you enter is your online account credentials. All of your info is organized onto a calendar.
Moneystream helps you see a picture of your money in advance by updating the amounts and due date of
upcoming bills so you can easily see your income and bills for the month to see how much extra money you
have. MoneyStream alerts you of anything unusual. The program charts past spending and future cash flow. If
you are worried about security, Moneystream uses bit level encryption. Buxfer Buxfer manages expenses and
group finances in a similar fashion to Moneystream and Mint with a stylish and easy to use interface. There
are a few things that set Buxfer apart. One is the ability to sign in using an existing Google, Yahoo or
Facebook account. You also have the ability to text transactions to your account. That is handy if you are an
on-the go type of person. Buxfer also allows you to import transactions and information from other software
like Quicken, Excel or MS Money if you already have your finances set up in those formats. This feature helps
you save time and effort to move information from your existing online financial software to Buxfer. It is
always a matter of personal preference and some people will find this site easier to use and more in depth in
the ways you can look at your finances. Personal Capital This web app is more focused on the investing side
of personal finance including retirement, asset allocation, and taxes. So, if you already have some money
working for your future then this site can be very helpful with your planning. Personal Capital has a ton of
great of features like: Investment Checkup - This tool analyzes your investments and makes recommendations
to your portfolio make up. Asset Allocation Target - Analyzes major equity categories. Fund Costs - Reviews
and highlights your fund expenses. Right now I have two recommendations for you: If you are not utilizing
any personal financial programs to track and analyze your fiscal behaviors then you need to start using one
today. If you find one of the suggestions I made above to your liking then use it If none of these sites seem
intuitive to you, then please spend some quality time searching the Internet for one that does. Finding the best
free online personal financial software for you may take a little time, but, in the end it pays for itself
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immensely in the amount of time and money you will save in the long run. I cannot identify the best option for
you. My suggestions above are based on multiple reviews from noted and respected financial institutions but
remember that "best" is a relative term, meaning different things to different people. Find what works for you.
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4: Top 5 Personal Financial Planning Websites | HuffPost
A Guide to Financial Decisions: Implementing an End-of-Life Plan Whether you are currently dealing with the loss of a
loved one, or making decisions about an aging parent, or simply want to proactively be ready for the future, this guide
will help identify many of the issues, decisions and programs of which you should be aware.

They can help you tackle a specific financial goalâ€”such as readying yourself to buy a houseâ€”or give you a
macro view of your money and the interplay of your various assets. Some specialize in retirement or estate
planning, while some others consult on a range of financial matters. Financial planners also differ from
accountants who can help you lower your tax bill, insurance agents who might lure you in with complicated
life insurance policies, or the person at your local Fidelity office urging you to buy mutual funds. They may
tack on an alphabet soup of letters after their names, but CFP short for certified financial planner is the most
significant credential. CFPs must also commit to continuing education on financial matters and ethics classes
to maintain their designation. The CFP credential is a good sign that a prospective planner will give sound
financial advice. Still, even those who pass the exam may come up short on skills and credibility. As with all
things pertaining to your money, be meticulous in choosing the right planner. Typically, financial planners
earn their living either from commissions or by charging hourly or flat rates for their services. A commission
is a fee paid whenever someone buys or sells a stock or other investment. These advisers may not be the most
unbiased source of advice if they profit from steering you into particular products. A growing number of
financial planners make money only when you pay them a fee for their counsel. Others charge by the hour,
like lawyers. Should You Use a Financial Planner? You can certainly go it alone when it comes to managing
your money. But you could also try to do it yourself when it comes to auto repair. In both areas, doing it
yourself is a brilliant idea for some, and a flawed plan for many, many others. Mastering personal finance
requires many hours of research and learning. As you get older, busier and it is hoped more wealthy, your
financial goals â€” and options â€” get more complicated. A financial helper can save you time. Financial
planners can also help you remain disciplined about your financial strategies. Procrastination can cause all
sorts of money problems or unrealized potential, so it pays to have someone riding you to stay on track. To
start, ask people like you if they can recommend a planner. If you have kids, ask a colleague who also has
children. If possible, you want to find a planner with successful experience advising clients in the same stage
of life as you. These planners are fee-only, which means their only revenue comes from their clients. Another
good bet could be a planner in the Garrett Planning Network , a group of certified financial planners who all
pledge to make themselves available for smaller projects for an hourly fee. It may be that you just have a
handful of questions, and someone here could help you without charging too much. A few more tips for
finding the best planner for your situation: You typically want to avoid commission-based advisers. These
planners are best for when your needs are fairly simple. Finally, many experienced advisers do hourly work
because they enjoy working with younger clients who can only afford to hire someone at that rate. Look for a
fiduciary. That means that anything they sell you merely has to be suitable for you, not necessarily ideal or in
your best interest. This point is critical, and should be a deal breaker if a prospective planner is not a fiduciary.
Run a background check on your planner. Start with these two questions: Have you ever been convicted of a
crime? Then ask for references of current clients whose goals and finances match yours. Check to ensure the
credentials the person claims to have are current. Google them, see who administers the designation, then call
that administrator to verify that the credential is valid. If your advisor is a CFP, discipline records are located
here. Beware of market-beating brags. Warren Buffet outperforms the market averages. If you have an initial
meeting with an adviser and you hear predictions of market-beating performance, get up and walk away. What
they should be promising is good advice across a range of issues, not just investments. And inside your
portfolio, they should be asking you about how many risks you want to take, how long your time horizon is
and bragging about their ability to help you achieve your goals while keeping you from losing your shirt when
the economy or the markets sag.
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5: Free Guide to Retirement Planning - Personal Finance - Zoe Financial
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Fact Checked Fact-Checked Annuity content is meticulously reviewed to ensure it meets our high standards
for readability, accuracy, fairness and transparency. Annuity articles are spellchecked, grammatically correct
and typo-free. Annuity editors may revise content for clarity, logic, flow and meaning. Annuity only uses
credible sources of information. This includes reputable industry sources, select financial publications,
credible nonprofits, official government reports, court records and interviews with qualified experts. What is
Financial Literacy? Managing your money is a personal skill that benefits you throughout your life â€” and
not one that everybody learns. Managing your own money requires a fundamental understanding of personal
credit and a willingness to embrace personal responsibility. You accept the fact that sometimes you have to
sacrifice immediate demands and desires for long-term gain. You protect your savings. When you spend, you
spend wisely. When you make big purchases, you do so for things that are worthwhile. You understand the
difference between good debt and bad debt. And you constantly pay attention to your overall portfolio â€”
earnings, savings and investments. To be financially literate means having the ability to not let money â€” or
the lack of it â€” get in the way of your happiness as you work hard and build an American dream complete
with a long and fulfilling retirement. How to Manage Your Money Handling your finances the right way
should be a priority, and it should drive your daily spending and saving decisions. Personal finance experts
advise taking the time to learn the basics, from how to manage a checking or debit account to how to pay your
bills on time and build from there. Managing your money demands constant attention to your spending and to
your accounts and not living beyond your financial means. Money in the Bank Developing financial acumen
starts with opening a bank account. Once you have a paycheck, set up direct deposit. This keeps your money
secure and saves you from paying interest to cash advance companies which charge a percentage of your
check. Having a bank account provides convenience, access to a choice of benefits and safety. Checks and
debit cards offer proof of payment so you have a record of transactions showing where your money goes.
There are a number of options for the type of primary account for saving your paychecks. Most people choose
a checking, debit or savings account or combination of those. These enable you to set up automatic payments
for monthly bills and offer the ease of not having to carry cash around. Each option comes with certain
benefits and disadvantages. Evaluate the various overdraft, monthly, withdrawal and other maintenance fees
accompanying account options. Experts recommend you have a savings account which you can use for
handling unexpected financial expenses and emergencies, such as a broken arm, flat tire or hike in school
tuition. Choosing to only open a checking or savings account can be a poor choice, as having the two types of
accounts separate helps distinguish between money available for immediate spending and reserves, intended to
be kept for the long-term. Keeping all your money in a checking account means your savings are easily
accessible and available to spend. You will miss out on interest generated by a savings account. With money
in an account, you can start spending. This is where you need discretion. Learn to differentiate between
necessities and luxuries. For example, you need to pay for your yearly dental cleaning, but you want to afford
the salon appointment. Take advantage of mobile banking to get updates on how much you are spending and
how much remains in your account. The best way to leverage the cash you have in your bank account will be
to start budgeting immediately. Budgeting One of the first building blocks of a successful personal finance
plan is the ability budget. Budgeting requires that you analyze and, likely, change your spending habits.
Instead of your money controlling you, you control your money. Develop habits to save, avoid financial crisis
and maintain peace of mind. A successful budget plan clearly defines: Start tracking your monthly expenses In
a notebook or a mobile app, write in every time you spend money. This is the foundation for your budget.
Identify fixed and variable expenses Fixed expenses are ones that you have every month: Variable expenses
are costs that go up and down each month and ones that come and go â€” groceries, pet supplies, haircuts,
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concert tickets, etc. Add up the totals After three months, calculate how much you are spending, on average,
per month. And look at the categories. Study your variable expenses This is where most people tend to
overspend. Decide what gives you the most pleasure from these monthly expenses that you feel these costs are
worthwhile? And which ones can you really do without? Be honest, and start cutting. This is the beginning of
the hard decisions. Factor in savings A key part of budgeting is that you should always pay yourself first. That
is, you should take a portion of every paycheck and put it into savings. This one practice, if you can make it a
habit, will pay dividends literally in many cases throughout your life. Now set your budget Start making the
necessary cuts in your fixed and variable expenses. Decide what you want to save every week or every two
weeks. The leftover money is how much you have to live on. Effective budgeting demands that you are honest
with yourself and put together a plan that you can actually follow. The more time and effort you put into your
budget today, the better you will be able to maintain a life-long savings habit. In addition to cash and a bank
account, most people own some type of plastic, like a debit card, credit card or combination of the two. What
you do with these tools has serious repercussions on your ability to establish credit history and to avoid
developing a borrowing habit. Conservative financial experts recommend either having only a debit card or
having both with the credit card reserved for occasional major payments and then immediately paid off. This
advice is often given to people who have accrued a large amount of debt. Starting out with one of each card
can help you develop responsible spending habits and provide convenience. Consider the rewards offered by
both cards, especially if you travel or make large purchases often. The main advantage of only using a debit
card regularly is you spend money you already have. Debit cards can be tied to your checking account where
paychecks are automatically deposited. Debit cards have benefits like no limit on the amount of transactions
and rewards based on frequent use. You have the ability to spend without carrying cash and the money is
immediately withdrawn from your account. Some hotels, car rental companies and other businesses require
that you use a credit card. Getting an account designed for occasional use can be a wise decision. You can
establish your credit history and take advantage of the time buffer between making a purchase and paying your
bill. Another advantage of using credit is the added protections offered by the issuer. For online shopping and
larger purchases, a credit card can be a safer option than a debit card. Relying on a credit card can lead to
taking on serious debt. Should you choose to own credit card, the best method of action is paying in full every
month. It is likely you will already be paying interest on your purchases and the more time you carry over a
balance from month to month, the more interest you will pay. Saving Saving is an essential component of
good budgeting. Using a savings account allows you to prevent emergencies from draining the money you
need for monthly bills and slowly build a reserve for making large future purchases. This reserve can be used
for car repairs, apartment deposits, unplanned surgeries and other medical needs and even gathering funds for
a home down payment. Some facts about saving: Be intentional about only using your savings for needs.
Whenever you take money out, do your best to quickly replenish the withdrawal. Developing consistent
savings habits allows you to leverage time, your age, your current resources, compounding interest,
investments and tax-advantaged savings. A December Federal Reserve study revealed the average U. Equifax,
Experian and TransUnion are the primary credit bureaus and assign scores ranging from high risk to low risk.
The bureaus determine scores based on a group of factors which reflect your spending habits. Never
underestimate the importance of credit scores. Once you are spending money with plastic and paying bills
regularly, you begin your history. This record of how often you borrow, how quickly you repay and how much
you owe can follow you throughout your life. Credit Score Checklist Make sure you know where you stand
and address the blemishes on your credit reports. You can obtain a copy of your credit report for free once
every year from each of the credit bureaus. Building a high credit score can help you get approval for
low-interest loans, credit cards, mortgages, and car payments. When you are looking to move into an
apartment or get a new job, your credit history may be a deciding factor. On the other hand, making late
payments on bills, missing payments, piling on debts and regularly maxing out your credit card can result in
seriously lowering your credit score. Just as an excellent score can give you access to loans, jobs and more, a
low credit score can prevent you from being able to borrow more, pay low interest rates and even get certain
jobs.
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6: 8 Financial Tips For Young Adults
Allan Roth is the founder of Wealth Logic, an hourly based financial planning firm in Colorado Springs, Colo. He has
taught investing and finance at universities and written for Money magazine, the Wall Street Journal and others.

7: How to Choose a Financial Planner - Personal Finance - www.enganchecubano.com
Learn personal finance chapter 3 guide with free interactive flashcards. Choose from different sets of personal finance
chapter 3 guide flashcards on Quizlet.
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